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 Through History 3313, I was able to engage in a community based research project on 

London’s newspaper The Dawn of Tomorrow, within a broader national project, Canada’s 19th 

Century Black Press. For the project, I performed primary archival research, in microfilm and 

print, of an edition of the newspaper from 1923. I then digitized, read, and annotated the edition, 

and analyzed one particular article. The project’s community-based research approach and digital 

history agenda, as well as the content and analysis of the material, contributed to histories of civil 

rights movements by, one, providing access to resources that may have been otherwise 

overlooked, and two, by embedding the local history of African Canadians in London, Ontario, 

within broader Canadian and American histories. 

 Our class completed the initial research at the London Public Library in downtown 

London. We were able to look over print editions of The Dawn of Tomorrow from the 1920s 

until the 1970s to contextualize our project, before engaging directly with microfilm copies of 

the newspapers’ editions from 1923. The microfilm was generally easy to view, but proved 

difficult to properly scan and save digitally. We came to the unfortunate conclusion, many days 

after the initial trip, that the document we produced was unworkable, and that we would have to 

attempt to re-digitize our edition. The problems displayed the difficulty of working with 

microfilm technologies, and showed why readily available digital editions would be helpful. In 

our second attempt to digitize, the microfilm copies of both the London and Weldon libraries 
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seemed to have been lost. So instead, we directly photographed a print edition, rather than 

scanning microfilm. Incidentally, the photos were more readable and of better quality than our 

classmates’ microfilm scans. Using the print editions, we were also able to engage, at least 

momentarily, with later editions of the paper in 1925 and 1926 that covered the Ossian Sweet 

trial that we discussed so thoroughly in class through Kevin Boyle’s Arc of Justice1. 

After having digitized our editions, we were able to read the paper, and noted recurring 

sections such as the “Notes” piece on various Ontario towns, and recurring coverage of both 

local, London news alongside American and further international matters. In the task of reading 

through our edition, I annotated names and places that may be unfamiliar to a contemporary 

readership, such as the trio of sociologists Joseph Alexander Tilinghast, Charles A. Ellwood, and 

John Roscoe who are referenced in an article about “elements of African culture”2.  

Finally, the culmination of the project was an in-depth analysis of an article in our 

edition. I initially investigated a short article about the success of London’s Colored Stars 

baseball team, but after extreme difficulty finding any referential sources on the team, and 

because of its short length, I decided to apply my analysis elsewhere. I instead chose an article 

about the American Postmaster General’s reply to a white woman’s complaint of having an 

African American mail carrier. In brief, the article showed The Dawn of Tomorrow’s, and by 

proxy London’s interest in American affairs, as well as authorship by an American organization, 

the Associated Negro Press. Not unlike the article about the Colored Stars, however, there was 

still very little secondary information available on the matter, beside biographical information on 

the government official, Harry S. New. This spoke to the importance of digitizing these articles 

																																																								
1 Kevin Boyle, Arc of Justice: A Saga of Race, Civil Rights, and Murder in the Jazz Age (New 
York: Picador, 2004). 
2 “Three Elements of African Culture,” The Dawn of Tomorrow, September 23, 1923. 
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and investigating them on an individual basis, to provide that secondary commentary on events 

that are seemingly unavailable within the broader historiography of race relations in 1923. 

The research process differed from traditional research, and in particular my own 

experience with historical research in a few meaningful ways. It removed me from the ordinary 

task of finding primary sources within electronic databases, instead forcing me to engage directly 

with archival material. This immediacy of physically interacting with the sources brought a 

greater sense of historical authenticity.3 Likewise, the research caused me to use a community 

space in London, the London Room at the London Public Library, that otherwise, I would not 

have known about or used. Along with the source material, the room itself connected me with the 

community of London in which The Dawn of Tomorrow was present. 

 On that note, the failure of our first attempts with microfilm also necessitated the trip to 

the Western Archives at Weldon library to view and photograph a print version of the same 

edition. This use of both community and university archives and materials bridged a gap between 

the university and its community, and between the scholarly research and its topic. Furthermore, 

the research settings, area, and topics provided new general knowledge of both London’s local 

history and its place within Canada’s history. Our work on local London history is in fact 

encapsulated within the larger structure of a Canada-wide project focused on the Black Press. 

Moreover, the actual content of The Dawn of Tomorrow demonstrated a connection between 

London and other towns and cities in Ontario through the “Notes” section of the paper, while its 

reprinted articles about American and international affairs situated the paper within a broader 

American and international context. 

																																																								
3 Ironically, by digitizing the material we are providing a means for others to access the 
newspaper electronically as opposed to microfilm reels in an archive. 
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 By compiling a run of nine full editions as a class, we have contributed source material 

on the black press in 1920s London that is, admittedly, far from exhaustive. That being said, the 

amount of information present in the several articles and annotations does provide further 

resources in the area of digital history, an emerging field with an increased hands-on, grass-roots 

approach towards the production of histories. I think our own research, and the contribution of 

digital history in general, shows an emphasis on the accessibility of lesser known events and 

perspectives from the past. Likewise, the more recent historiographical approaches of such 

historians as Danielle Maguire4 and Timothy Tyson5, complicate traditional historiographies by 

focusing on information that was previously overlooked such as the coverage of the black press. 

Tyson, for example, in his article regarding Robert F. Williams, draws extensively from excerpts 

from the black press in the United States, particularly The Crusader. Similarly, Maguire focuses 

on individual stories and narratives of black women’s resistance that are not part of the broader 

historiography, such as the story of Recy Taylor, and Rosa Parks involvement prior to and after 

the Montgomery Bus Boycott. While with any newspaper, there are editorial decisions made to 

include newsworthy stories, the several articles in each Dawn of Tomorrow edition nonetheless 

break away from the tendency for much of the historiography of the Civil Rights Movement to 

be chopped into “made for TV moments” as Charles Payne has described it, and as we have 

discussed in class. 

Our class project proved to be a meaningful and insightful break from the traditional 

research-paper rhetoric of academic history. The community-based learning provided an 

immediacy with historical documents that is otherwise negligible with online databases. Perhaps 

																																																								
4 Danielle L. Maguire, At the Dark End of the Street: Black Women, Rape, and Resistance (New 
York: Knopf, 2010). 
5 Timothy B. Tyson, “Robert F. Williams, ‘Black Power’, and the Roots of the African American 
Freedom Struggle,” The Journal of American History, 1998. 
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the greatest limitation on the work was conversely the greatest merit for doing it, that the 

reference and secondary material on much of my edition’s content is negligible. Due to the lack 

of accessible information on the Colored Stars baseball team, there was little opportunity for me 

to research or situate it within the Negro Leagues of the United States. The greatest value of the 

project is its position within a newer historiography of the civil rights movements and the 

African American experience of the 20th century; it’s focus on sources and events not examined 

thoroughly by traditional narratives.  


